The undermentioned candidate of Part II (IV Semester) who appeared at the I/III Semester Examination of M.A. in Buddhist Studies held in November/December, 2017, is declared to have passed the Examination for the Degree of M.A. in Buddhist Studies:

Roll No.     Name of Candidate     Marks Obtained (Out of 1600)     Division

EX-STUDENT
DEPARTMENT OF BUDDHIST STUDIES

46492  PRATEEK     813     II
S/O MINENDRA

The result of the remaining candidates is shown as under:
ER-Essential reappear.

Roll No.     Name of Candidate     Result

EX-STUDENT
DEPARTMENT OF BUDDHIST STUDIES

46475  KARAMVIR     Sem.-III-202/400
S/O GIRRAJ SINGH

46505  SABIYA SHABBIR SURI (W)     Sem.-I-ER-I
D/O SHABBIR AHMAD SURI

26466  KUNZES ANGMO(W)     Sem.-I-Absent
D/o CHHERING WANGIAL

JOINT REGISTRAR (EXAMINATIONS)

(DR. SATISH KUMAR)
O.S.D.- EXAMINATIONS

Delhi, the 16th February, 2018.

--- DISCLAIMER ---
The result displayed is subject to correction, if any discrepancy is noticed.